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This is volume III of a three volume final report on

Instructional Systems Development Model for Videodisc

Training Delivery Systems with interactive Capability."
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graphics to learner characteristics.

The second part of volume III contains specific guide-

lines for employing graphics in each of the eleven behavior

categories describes in TRADOC pamphlet 350-31 (IPISD).

Both general and specific guidelines are summarized in job

aid form for easy reference by instructional designers.

The paper continues with a discussion of-- graphics and the

videodisc, in which some of the graphics implications of

this new technology are explored, including integration of

ti n sequences and still frames, ability to slow or freeze

action during demonstration of procedures, and different

branching strategies. The ability of the intelligent video-
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Summary

The introduction of the videodisc player will make possible
the storage and random access display of graphic material
and, to a lesser extent, motion sequences at far less costthan has previously been possible. By 7y4Aaching a micro-
computer to the videodisc player, iated computer
graphics may also be displayed. Howeve few empirically
based principles or guidelLnes exist as to when, where, what
kind, or how much instructional graphics should be used in
:raining applications for this new medium.

The purpose of this report is to propose some guidelines,
based on instnctional design theory and published empiricalfindings, for the use of craphics under specified conditions:
Because of the limited data available, many of the guidelines
given arc necessarily only hypotheses and require future
verification.

To address the question, ";:uat t- :rap should be
used in various conditions?" it irst useful to identify
and define different types of vist displays. The following
categorization scheme is presented:

Alphanumorics
1. Textual
2. Tabular

Graphl=

1. Figural
2. Symbolic
3. Schematic
4. Pictorial

c. ects or Events

1. Real Objects or Events
Nodels, Mock-ups, or Simulators

General and :specific guidelines for employing various types of
graphics different conditions are presented in this
report. Th.. general guidelines cut across several conditional
variables while the specific guidelines are directly related
to the types of training objectives outlined in the Interservice
Procedures for Instructional Systems Development, TRADOC
T'amphlet 350-30. The guidelines presented in the body of

report are summarized on the following pages.
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General Guidelines

1. Graphics are not necessary and may actually bedistracting if they are used as s5gns for con-cepts, obj'zcts or events with which the learnerhas lid considerable previous experience. Undersuch conditions, the added external visual orgraphic is redundant with the learner's mentalvisual image, and thus may not facilitate per-formance. Graphics become helpful and vitalwhen the learne is exposed to new concepts,objects, or events for which he has no labelsr
i

and /or` corresponding visual images.

Pictures, color, realism, and motion generallyincrease the attraction. and interest value ofmaterials, are preferred by learners of allac es, and may significantly reduce attritionfrom tr wining courses.

In general, color has little
demonstrated .effecton performance but may enhance learning whenused to emphasize

relevant cues and when actualcolor scrimination is required.

Motion generally has little effect on learnin,1except when the information to be learned dealsdirectly.with motion or change. However, wehvpothesi.7.c that realistic dramatic sequencesmay izave considerable value in increasing inter-est, motivation, :motional impact, and in changingattitudes.

nteractive, dynamic, computer graphics offer aunique but
potential.

argely unknown training application

Complex, fixed pace, motion _phics may be bene-ficial for individuals of hig, mental ability butmay deter learning for individuals of lower men-tal ability.

Simple line drawings. color or black and white,appear to be the mosteffective type of graphicfor increasing achievement.

A learner control system which allows students toselect that treatment which would be most appro-priate for them at a given point of time may bemon., effective than assigning students with differ-ent abilities to a small number of alternate treat-ments.



=Smect guidelines variousvario s types of training objectives

fluke learning nd using. The learning of complexcedura rules ci_ .e facilitated through the useof representations such as flow charts which graphi-cally portray the 17der of the operations of thecedure and alternate path rvhich could be takenat decision points.

Cl Pictorial graphics should be used a.c.examrAes of concepts which have concrete referentsIn the initial stages of training, simplified pic-torial graphics should be used in order to isolateand highlight critical attributes. Later stagesof training could employ mor'J realistic graphicsin order to facilitate transfer to the real worldeh ronmeht or task.

Icle_ tifying symbols. Considerable drill and ac-
c6rliecETie feedback using graphics of

actual sumbols may be required in order to
learn how to identify symbols.

Detecting. The training of detecting behavio
should involve the presentation of graphics withinsi.jni-ficant blocks of time and space which are
realistic in terms of both the object itself andthe natural noise of the environmental setting.

Making decisions. Training in decision makingshould involve instruction in the use and inter-pretation of 'Jarious numerical relationships rep-resented in both tabular displays and figural
graphics.

recalling odies of knowledge and using verbal
nt

n-formation. A graphical repreSeation of the la-
tionship between various facts and ideas can pro-vide organization and meaning which may facilitate
the storage and retrieval of verbal information.
Pictures or line drawings inserted in textual,
verbal information often have no effect on perfor-
mance since they only illustrate concepts which
conic have been readily visualized from the textualcloser ptien

7. Performing gross motor skills. The demonstration
of a complex mob5FWrIT-37eal time may be too
fast. However, slow motion could demonstrate the
continuityof the movement while permitting criticalaspects to he perceived. A videotape of a trainee's
motor skill performance may be a very valuable feed-
back device.

11



Steering and guidin continuous movement. Graphics
pused to present the relevant cues or steering and

guiding behavior should have a high relationship to
real world noise and time conditions in the later
stages of training.

Recalling procedures, positioning movement. If the
procedure to be learned involves the assembly ordisassembly of a piece of equipment with many parts,then graphics would be necessary to show the variousparts of the equipment and their relationship to
each other.

oice mmunic In general, graphics wouldnot be neesSar in the training of voice commuli-
caLing behavior.

tude lea lag Human modeling seems to be the
most aPpl- b e, and probably i_he most effective
approach for attitude learning. Attitude .learning
involves the imitation of a credible and respected
human model's choices of action. A human model mayhe presented in several ways: appearing in person,in pictures, in movies or TV, or merely described
as in a novel, history text, or biography.



s and the Videodisc

The introduction of the new videodisc technology will make
. possible several strategies for employing graphics 'that --heretofore have not been possible. One such strategy
described in this report involves the Use of the.videodic--'
to demonstrate-skills which involve Continuous movement.Standard motion picture and television presentations areoften ineffective because th'e real time .motion is-too-fastfor a trainee to see critical aspects of the movement and itis, at best-, cumbersome to stop and repeat a sequence. Thevideodisc will eliminate these problems since a trainee will '-be able to adjust the speed of the motion sequence, stop ona single frame and look at the "frozen motion" for as long
as desired, step through a series of frames one at a time,
reverse the=play and repeat the sequence (at any speed), stopa sequence to practice the movement,. and then repeat themotion sequence for comparison with-his own perfOrnance.

The availability of a powerful medium such as the videodisc,with an attached microcomputer may enable more sophisticatedobjectives to be achieved by the student than were possiblewith less versatile media. In particular, powerful simulationsmay be developed and tailored to specific training goals.

Although the videodiSc will make possible several innovative
strategies for employing graphics, the videodisc will alsobe able to display most types of graphics which have become
commonplace in other media. Therefore, all of the guidelinesfor employing graphi&Sdescribed in this paper should havedirect application to the development of training materialsfor the new videodisc technology.

research .o:

Although previous research .on the effects of instructionalgraphics has provided guidance for the identification ofprinciples for using graphics, many of the assumptions about
the inherent value of graphics for instruction are still
unsubstantiated. Al partial list of research issues which
need further investigation is presented in the body of thisreport.

13



Introduction'

The introduction of the-videodisc player will make possible
---the.storage and' display,of graphic material at far -lesscost than has previoilSly been poSsible. It will allow for
the integration and random access of motion sequences. And,specially prepared videopages (still frames) which contain
graphics and/or_textual.:material. With the...attachmentof a microcomputer to the player, tomputer graphic's willalso be available. The decreaSingcostOf-'microcomputers
makes this application -increasingly feaSible. However,few principles or guidelines exist .as to when, where, whatkind, and how much graphics should be used in instructionalapplications of this new medium.

Educators and media specialists have extolled the virtuesof visual aids and graphics for many years. Acceptance ofthe adage -; "A picture-is worth a thousand-words,'! has ledto the use. of numerous forms of visual or graphic materialin instruction: pictures, line drawingS, schematics, graphs,charts, srides, .film strips, motion-pictures, teleVision;etc. In d recent paper, Moore and Nawrocki (1978)describedthe historical arguments for using graphics ancIreviewed.the research literature on the effects of instructional
graphics. Their overall conclusion. based on this reviewwas that the assumptions about the inherent value of graphicsfor instruction are unsubstantiated by empirical research
findings. However, they cite several studies which show that
graphics can and do have a positive effect in certain. specificinstances.

The variable results obtlained in the research findingsreviewed by Moore and Nawrocki lead to the obvious conclusionthat the appropriate question is not, "do graphics improve
the effectiveness of instruction?", but rather, "what typeof graphics, if any, will improve the effectiveness of
instruction under different conditions?" Moore and Nawrocki
suggest that three major classes of variables-which relateto the effectiveness of graphics are 1) subject matter
content, 2) task requirements, and 3) learner characteristics.

The purpose of this report is to propose some guidelines,-based on instructional design theory and current empiricalfindings, for employing graphics under specified conditions.
Because of the limited data available, many of the guidelines
given are necessarily only hypotheses and require fUture
verification.

1The authors would like to acknowledge the Assistance of Dr.
Joseph Lipson and Mike Hetzel in the preparation of thisreport. Mr. Hetzel helped identify reference material and
example graphics while Dr. Lipson reviewed the entire reportand offered many valuable suggestions. However, the authors
accept full responsibility for the content of the report.
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Types of Visual Displays

In order to address the question, "What graphics shouldbe used under
various conditions?" it is first necessaryto-identify and define different types of visual displays.The categorization scheme proposed here is based on theprevious.workof Moore and Nawrocki

-(1978),'Tosti andBall (1969), and Merrill,-Towle, and Merrill (1975)
A. Alphanumerics

1. Textual
2. Tabular

Graphics
1. Figural
2. Symbolic
3. Schematic
4.--Ptctorial

C. Objects or Events
1. Real objects of events
2. Models, mock-ups, or simulators

Alphanumerics

This category basically includes the set-of charactersavailable on a standard
typewriter keyboard. This categoryis subdivided to distinguish between textual and tabulardisplays, the physical distinction being primarily one offorMat. Although'both of these can be generated on astandard typewriter, tabular displays are considerablymore difficult to design:and construct and are thereforegenerally moe expensive to produce. R:ading and-understanding tabular displays may also require differentabilities' on the part of the trainee than reading and under-standing textual information.

Graphics

This .category basically includes
all-non-alphanumeric, two-dimensional displays and has been divided into four subscategories: figural, symbolic, scheMatic and pictorial.This distinction between alpha-numeric and graphics displaysmay seem similar to the categories
"digital" or "symbolic"(words and numbers) and "iconic.(pictures and diagrams)(Morris, 193a and Knowlton, 1966) . However, the authorsagree with McDonald-Ross' (in press) assertion that toomuch is generally included under the iconic-category. Thus,in the categorization- scheme presented here the pictorialand schematic

subcategories might be considered iconic,while the symbolic and figural subcategories would not beconsidered as either iconic or digital.- The au-hors feel-
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that these categories represent a better solution to thedigital versus iconic problem than McDonald-Ross' (in press)classification according to purpose.

The pictorial and schematic subcategories include all two-dimensional representations of objects or events wherethe representation has some degree of resemblance orfidelity to the physical characteristics of the real objector event. The distinction between pictorial and schematicis basically one of degree of fidelity. Pictorial displays,which include photographs, paintings, drawings, etc., havegreater fidelity than schematics, which ihelude_cireuitdiagrams, maps, blueprints, etc.--Knowlfon,(1966) hassuggested that the fidelity-of a representation of an objector event can be thought of as having three "parts": theelements, their pattern of arrangement, and their order ofconnection. A graphic must have some fidelity in theelements in order to be classified as pictorial. On theother hand a schematic graphic would have the elementsarbitrarily portrayed, while the pattern and/or order ofconnection would be isomorphic with the actual object orevent. A highway road map would be classified as schematicsince the elements (towns and cities) are generally repre-sented by arbitrary geometric forms (circles and stars) whilethe pattern and order of connection of the cities and roadsis isomorphic to the actual state of affairs.

The symbolic category refer to those graphic displays whichhave no resemblance or fidelity to actual objects but serveas arbitrary non-alphanumeric signs of the objects orevents. Examples of symbolic graphics are a red cross, atrademark, an officer's insignia, .etc.

The figural category includes graphic displays which areused to show relationships between abstract ideas and
generally do not serve as signs for actual objects or events.Line graphs, pie charts, and histograms are examples offigural graphics.

The graphics displays described above could vary along
additional dimensions such as still or motion (including
animation); color, halftone,. or black and white; degree ofaesthetic value; degree of complexity or realism; and/or
analogical reference (see section on Graphics as Signs).These dimensions could be thought of as sub-subcategories,each of which can vary within the four principle subcategoriesof figural, symbolic, schematic, and pictorial. Therelevance of these additional dimensions will be addressedin appropriate sections in the remainder of this report.

2t.2 ec-ts or Events

This category includes real -world objects and three-



dimensional representations of objects such as models,
mock-ups, or simulators. Real objects might include a
flower, cow, truck, engine, buiding, rifle, mountain, etc.Events could include a session of the State Legislature,a football game, a supply raid, an enemy attack, etc. Models,+rock-ups,. and simulators would include a "Link Trainer,"
a styrofoam artillery shell, a plaster of Paris skeleton,
a wooden tank, or a -scale -model battlefield.



General Guidelines for Employing Graphics

The employment of graphics does not- automatically increasethe effectiveness of instructional materials. Theinstructional usefulness of a specific graphic may liesomewhere on the following continuum:

Confusing Distr Neutral Helpful Vital

-Under certain conditions a given graphic might be confusingand have a negative effect on studentachievement. Underother conditions a graphic might be vital for learning tooccur. Under still other conditions the use of graphicsmay .have neither positive nor negative effects on studentsperformance.

The purpose ofthis report is tolpropose some guidelinesfor employing various types of graphics under differentconditions. This section will present some general guide-lines for employing graphics which cut across severaldifferent variables, while the following section willaddress more specific guidelines related to the Army's
current taxonomy of training objectives.

hies

Many of the research studies on instructional graphics havefound no significant differences in student achievementwhen instructional treatments which use graphics are comparedwith those which do not use graphics. There are probably
many reasons for these non-significant differences. However,we would like to suggest that one of the major reasons
graphics have a neutral effect is because they are usedas signs (Knowlton, 1966) for objects or events with whichthe individual has had considerable previous experience.
This previous experience can-be recalled by the individual
and used to create a mental visual image. Such a visual -'image can be triggered by symbols which, though arbitrary,have been previously 'darned as labels for the object orevent. Under such conditions, the added external visual orgraphic is redundant with the individuals mental visualimage and thus does not improve learning.

Consider this idea from the perspective of concept learning.
A concept is a class of objects, events, or symbols which
are categorized together based on. certain common character-istics. The entire class of objects is generally referredto by a corunon label. In order to learn a concept, the
student usually should .be exposed to a\divergent set ofinstances of the concept. Under such conditions a conce
label or word may be "worth a thousand pictures". Once



concept has been learned, then, using a picture as a sign
for-it is not only inefficient, it may also distract or
interfere with the learners mental images. (However, if
the picture is a-divergent unencountered example, it may
serve to further refine the learners "understanding" ofthe concept).

In considering the employment of graphics we should not
overlook the significant power of word pictures. Great
.story tellers and novelists are able to capture the atten-
tion and imagination of their audiences by triggering mental
images through the use of word descriptions. These word
pictures may be more effective than actual pictures by
directing attention to specific relevant details whichwould go unnoticed in a casual viewing of an actual picture.

Graphics become helpful and vital when the learner is
exposed to new concepts, objects, or events for which he has
no labels and/or corresponding vsual images. However, even
when the learner has had no previous experience with an
object, he can often be taught various aspects of a new
object through the use-cf verbal analogies where the new
object is compared with or likened to a known .object for whichvisual images are available in memory. Novelists and poets
use analogies very effectively to increase the power of
their word pictures in generating mental images. Analogies
are especially valuable in teaching intangible or abstract
concepts which are difficult to portray graphically.
Knowlton (1966) has observed that a graphic may also be usedas an analogical device. For example, Knowlton refers to
a line drawing of a golfer hitting a golf ball which caroms
off several trees lining the fairway-. This picture.is notused to represent a poor golf swing, but is used as an
analogy to show how a golf ball is like an electron and a
golf club is like a photon; and that a golfed hitting a golf
ball caroming off trees is similar to what happens when a
chlorophyll molecule is hit by a photon. However, care must
be used when employing either verbal or graphic analogies
since only certain aspects of one phenomena are analogous
to another, while-other aspects are net analogou :.

Aesthetics

In our search for efficiency and effectiveness we should
not overlook the role of aesthetics in life and in learning.
Attraction, attention, interest, and motivation are all
important aspects of learning. Students cannot learn unless
they attend to the instructional materials. Hence,
obtaining and maintaining attention is a necessary, although
riot sufficient, condition for learning to occur.
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In general research (Levie and Dickie, 1973) has shownthat -pictures, color, realism, and motion increase the.attraction and interest value of materials and arepreferred by learners of all ages. Moore and Nawrockireport a study by Wall- (1970) which, showed that preferencedoes significantly reduce student attrition. The creativetalent of the artist-or scriptwriter is another obviousfactor which may affect the aesthetic value of -a visualdisplay.

Color

In general color has little effect on performance (Levieand Dickie, 1973; Kanner, 1968; Travers, 1967). However,color may enhance learning when used to emphasize relevantcues and to aid
making appropriate

discriminations.Using color in this way is illustrated by instructionalmaterials developed for the TICCIT Project (Gunderson, '973;Mitre Corp., 1974).- Color is also helpful if th, t skrequires actual color discrimination (Travers, 1967). Colormay also increase
attention to emotional content (Scanlon,1970). Fut,.- research on color variables

should distinguishbetween three roles of color: 1) in attracting and main-taining attention and interest; 2) in directing attentionto relevant cues; and 3) as a critical attribute of thesubject matter itself (Fleming, 1979).

Motion

Motion generally has no effect on learning except when theinformation to be learned deals directly with motion orchange (Levie and Dickie, 1973; Silverman, 1958; Allan andWeintraub, 1968). Guidelines on using motion are describedin greater detail in later sections.

Special effects, optical effects, and music have notincreased learning (Hoban & Van Orman, 1950). Dramaticsequences, comedy, singing, and realistic settings have notincreased learning of factual information (Hoban & Van Orman,1950; Travers, 1967). However, we hypothesize that realisticdramatic sequences may have considerable value in increasinginterest, motivation, emotional impact, and in changingattitudes. The effects of music on these same variablescan likewise be very powerful, but music and audio, featuresthat the videodisc can readily deliver, deserve a separatestudy and could not be included in this one.

Dynami

Computer graphic terminals are rapidly becoming moresophisticated and available. These terminals andcorresponding software make it possible for students to
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generate dyne is graphics specified by variable parameters(Kay, 1977)-. Three dimensional line drawings of automobiles,buildings, city streets, aircraft carrier decks, etc. can becreated, displayed and manipulated (See Figure 1). ThesedrawingS can be rotated and viewed from several perspectives.Little is known about the effects of such graphics ,on-learning or performance. Interactive graphics seem to havegreat potential, but further research is required todetermine appropriate guidelines for their use.

Learner characteristics

Moore and Nawrocki (1978) reviewed the literature to deter-mine the relationship between individual differences andinstructional graphics. Many significant aptitude bytreatment interactions (ATI) were found. However, theyconcluded that while ATI methodology appears promising,hose learner characteristics relevant to the use of
instructional graphics have not yet been clearly identified.

Allen (1975) also conducted an extensive review of the lit-erature on the interaction of intellectual abilitieS andinstructional media design. The majority of his findingsand conclusions deal with such variables as advanced organ-izers, organizational outlining, attention-directing proce-dures, active response, posing enestions,-and corrective
feedback.---Hewever, he did address a few-variables morerelevant to the role of graphics in instruction: graphicscomplexity, motion, redundancy and repitition, and pacing.Allen cdhcludos that individuals of high mental abilityappear to benefit more from complex, fixed-pace, motiongraphica, than do individuals of lower ability. The learningof low mental ability individuals seems to be deterred by
the use of either verbal or visual displays which are socomplex, fast-paced, or information rich that their infor-
mation-processing capabilities are exceeded.

Dwyer (1978) reported several studies which examined theinteraction of reading comprehension, intelligence, andentering behavior with various types of graphics displays.In terms of the interactive effects of reading comprehensionand graphics. complexity (realism)- on student achievement,
he reports the following conclusions from a study conductedby Parkhurst (1976): (1) On most criterion tasks employed,the less realistic (less complex) graphics reduded theoverall differences between reading level groups; (2) Thehigh reading level group's achievement improved as thedegree of realism increased; and (3) The low reading levelgroup's achievement on the criterion tasks decreased as therealism increased.

21
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In terms of the interactive effects of intelligence andlevels of graphics realism, Dwyer, (1976) concludes that
although students of higher intelligence constantly achieveas well or better than others, a simple color line drawingwas the most effective type of graphic for all studentson five different criterion measures. In another study
(Dwyer, 1975) the interactive effects of entering behaviorand degrees of realism were investigated with self-paced
instructional materials. Conclusions from this study were:(1) Students with high entering behavior co,$sistently scoredas well or higher than students with low or medium entering
behavior; and (2) The simple, color line drawing was generallythe most effective across various criterion measures andlevels of entering behavior.

based on Allen's (1975) and D:yer's (1978) reviews, indvi-
al differences do interact with various types of graphic
splays. However across all studies which used varioustypes of individual difference variables, simple linedrawings (color or black and white) appear to be the mosteffective ,ype of graphic for increasing achievement on allcriterion measures for students at all levels. Since

computers with oven moderato graphics capability emphasize
simple line -figures, this finding has relevance for both theproduction of images for the videodisc and the generationof images in real time by the computer.

Most educators would'agree that individual differences doexist and that instructional systems should be designed
which take into account these differences. Cronbach andSnow (1977) have suggested that enough treatments should bedesigned so that individuals could be assigned into a treat-ment where they will be able to succeed. However, Gunderson(1973), and David Merrill (1975) have proposed an alternativeapproach. (See also Bunderson and Foust, 1976) . These
writers suggest that rather than assigning students to asmall number of alternate treatments, students should be
allowed to select that treatment or strategy which would be
Most appropriate for them at a given point in time. The
range of possible options open to students could be
theoretically infinite if the studbhtS;were allowed to
and sequence individual displays or short presentations
into their own unique instructional strategy or treatment.
Sucn a "learner control" system would offer an infinite
range of treatments from which the learners could tailor oneto meet their individual needs. Thus a student with high
reading ability could select complex, realistic graphics
while a lower ability student could select simple graphics.The relative costs of those alternatives should receive
further investigation_
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It seems to be generally assumed that the use of graphics
will facilitate the learning of those who have poor readingability. However, this assumption was not substantiated
in the study reported above by Parkhurst (1976). He found
that achievement actually decreased for poor readers asthe degree of realism increased from no visuals to therealistic model. This was not the case for students with
medium or high reading ability. These results might be
explained by Samuels1(1970) contention that pictures and
text compete for the learner's attention and that pictures
serve as a crutch and distract the poor reader from attending
to and learning the words. Further research needs to be
conducted to verify these findings and determine the causalfactors behi such effects.

Further- research is also needed to determine if an individual
difference variable, such as visual literacy, interacts
with the effectiveness of instruction that includes graphicdi-plays.

A summary of the General Guidelines is presented
following page.

4
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General Guidelines

1 Gaphics are not necessary and may actually be dis-
tracting if they are used as-signs for concepts,
objects or events with which the learner has had
considerable previous experience. Under such con-
ditions, the added external visual or graphic is
redundant with the learner's mental visual image,and thus may not facilitate performance. Graphics
become helpful and vital when the learner is
exposed to new concepts, objects, or events for
which he has no labels and/or corresponding visual
imagines.

Pictures, color, realism, and motion generally
increase the attraction and interest value of
materials are preferred by learners of all ages,and may significantly-rd uce attrition from
training courses.

In general, color has little demonstrated effect
on performance but may enhance learning when used
to emphasize relevant cues and when actual color
discrimination is required.

4 Motion generally has little effect on learning
except when the information to be learned deals
directly with motion or change. However, we
hypothesize that realistic dramatic sequences may
have considerable value in increasing interest,
motivation, emotional impact, and in changing
attitudes.

Interactive, dynamic, computer graphics offer a
unique but largely 'unknown training application
potential.

Complex, fixed pace, motion graphics may bebene-
ficial for individuals of high mental ability but
may deter learning for individuals of lower mental
ability.

Simple line drawings, color or black and white,
appear to be the most effective type of graphic
for increasing achievement.

learner control system which allows students to
select that treatment which would be most appro-
priate for them at a given point of time may be
more effective than assigning students with dif-
ferent abilities to a small number of alternate
treatments.
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Specific Guidelines for Employing Graphics

This section proposes more specific guidelines for using
graphics under given conditions than-the guidelines foundin the previous section. These specific guidelines will be.based on a taxonomy of training objectives. The most
generally recognized taxonomy within the academic communityhas been developed by_Bloom (1956); however the taxonomy.introduced by Gagne in 1965 and updated several times
(e.g., Gagne, 1977),-is generally seen as lending itselfbetter to prescriptions; Gagne proposed fiVe major domainsof training objectives: verbal information, intellectualskills, cognitive strategies, motor skills, and attitudes.
The intellectual skills domain has been further dividedinto the subcategories of diScriminations, concrete con-cepts, defined concepts, rules, and higher order rules.

Aagard and Braby (1975) have developed a taxonomy of types
of training objectives that is similar to Gagne's taxonomybut which more closely,.corresponds to tasks commonly foundin the military. Aagard and Braby's taxonomy has been in-
corporated with minor modifications into the interservice
Procedures for Instructional, Systems Development (IPISD)
described in Tradoc Pamphlet 350-30 (1975).

The taxonomy used in this report is identical to that out-
lined in Tradoc Pamphlet 350-30. The use of this taxonomy
should facilitate the integration of the guidelines pre-
sented- in -this report with the overall Instructional Systems
Development (ISD) procedures presently being utilized to
develop instructional materials in the Army. The taxonomy
used in this report focuses on the "task requirements"
factor identified by Moore and Nawrocki (1978) as relating
to the effectiveness of graphics in training. The "subject
matter content" factor will be treated where appropriate
within the various categories of objectives. The third
factor specified by Moore and Nawrocki, "learner character-istics", was addressed in the previous section.

The following subsections will describe principles and
guidelines for using graphics in instruction related to the
following eleven training objectives: rule learning and
using, classifying, identifying sumhols, detecting, making
decisions, recalling bodies of knowledge v.d using verbal
information, performing gross motor skills, steering and
guiding-continuous movement, recalling procedures-position
movement,.voice communicating, and attitude learning.



RuleLearning and _!Lj_____I.n

Rule using behavior occurs when a trainee is able torespond to a class of stimulus situations witha class ofperformances, the latter being predictably related to theformer by a class of relations (Gagne, 1917). Rule usingbehavior is involved in such Army tasks as spelling words,using proper grammar, performing mathematical operations,determining the proper aiming of an artillary piece in orderto hit a target at a given distance, choosing a course ofaction based on conditional rules, etc. Thus, the rule orrelation "i before e except after c," enables a trainee torespond correctly to an entire class of stimulus words con-taining the letters ie. and ei.

usually the most effective instructional strategy forteaching rules involves: (1) the presentation of a verbalstatement of the rule, (2) a demonstration of the appli-cation of the rule to several example problem situations,(3) the provision of several unencountered problem situa-tions where the trainee is asked to practice applying therule, and (4) the provision of corrective feedback.

The role of graphics in teaching rules depends upon thenature of the class of stimulus situations correspondingto the rule and the nature of the demonstration required toshow the application of the rule. If the stimulus anddemonstration only involve symbols and their manipulationas in spelling, grammar, and mathematical rules, thengraphics are generally not necessary for effective instruc-tion.

On the other hand, if the stimulus and/or demonstration in-volves actual objects and their manipulation, then theactual objects or a pictorial representation or simulationmay be required. However, if the class of stimulus situa-tions consists of real objects, and the class has been pre-viously learned as a concept, then pictorial representa-tions of the stimuli would not be necessary. For example,instruction on the "selection of proper fire extinguishersfor different types of fires" would only require pictorialgraphics if the types of fire extinguishers and fires hadnot been previously learned or could not be recalled.(See section on Classifying).

Complex rules often involve a series of operations and con-ditional decision points. Such rules are actually pro-cedures. Verbal statements of these procedural rules aregenerally difficult to understand. Learning of these rulescan be facilitated -through the use of algorithmic represen-tations such as flow charts which graphically portray theorder of the operations and alternate paths which should be
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taken based on the conditional decisions (See the section
on Procedures) .

Classi yin

Classifying behavior occurs when a trainee is able to cor-
rectly identify which of several unencountered objects,
events, or symbols (or a representation or description of
such objects, events, or symbols) is a number of a givenclass. Correct classification behavior is the most appro-
priate indicator of a trainee's understanding of a concept.

Classifying behavior is required in a great number of Army
tasks and is often prerequisite to the learning of other
behaviors such as rule using, decision making, and procedureexecution. Fo example, soldiers may be required to classify
examples of enemy aircraft, tanks or ships into particularcategories. By classifying a specific tank into a parti-
cular class, it would be possible to determine the tanks
maximum speed, firing range, limitations, etc. A Mis-
classification could lead to erroneous conclusions'and in-
appropriate decisions and actions. Classifying behavior
is also involved in identifying particular parts of a piece
of equipment, identifying particular malfunctions in equip-ment, identifying proper camouflaging, etc.

Several studies, (Tennyson Woolley, and Merrill, 1972;
Tennyson, 1973) have shown that concept learning is greatly
facilitated by showing the trainee several divergent
examples and matched non-examples and then allowing him to
practice classifying unencountered examples and non-examples.
Pictorial representations should be used as examples in the
initial learning of concepts which have concrete referents
(Levi° and Dickie, 1973). In general the pictorial repre-
sentations used as examples shoOld be simplified so that
the number of-irrelevant cues is reduced and the redundancy
of relevant cues-is increased (Levie and Dickie, 1973;
Black, 1962; Travers, 1967; Dwyer, 1978). If the example
is too complex or realistic it may be difficult to perceive
and distinguish the attributes of the example which are
critical to appropriate classification. This is especially
the case in fixed-pace presentations where the trainee can-
not contol the rate of exposure. However, as training pro-
gresses, more difficult and complex examples should be used
which approximate the real world environment or task.
Actual objects or realistic representations could be used
at the beginning of training to add interest, to motivate
the student, and to provide an orientation to the real world.
Simplified representations could then be used to isolate and
highlight the critical attributes, followed by more realis-
tic representations to facilitate transfer. Critical attri-
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butes could be highlighted through the use of other graphic
elements such as arrows, texture, shading, or color (May,
1_965).

In general, pictorial representations are not useful for
teaching intangible or-abstract concepts such as democracy,
freedom, guilt, ego, government, management, etc., which do
not have concrete referents Movie and Dickie, .1973) -

Verbal definitions are usually necessary to present the
critical attributes of such concepts. These concepts may
be best exemplified through the use of stories and analo-
gi

Identifying Symbols

The principal behaviors involved in identifyina symbols are
multiple discrimination behavior and classification behav 0
If the symbols to be identified have very little variance
in perceived appearance from one occasion to the next, then
multiple discrimination is required. However, if Several
symbols which differ in appearance are to be treated as a
single class, then classification is required (see Classi-
fying section) . however, it should tie noted that multiple
discrimination is a prerequisite to classification. Iden-
tifying symbols is involved in such Army tasks as reading
electronic symbols on a schematic drawing, identifying
symbols on a topographical map, recognizing the insignia on
an officer's uniform, etc.

Although it may be possible to describe certain simple sym-
bols verbally, learning will be much more efficient if
graphics of the actual symbols are used (See Figure 2).
Only three to seven symbols should be taught simultaneously.
Once these are learned, new symbols-may be added with regu-
lar review of those previously. learned. Multiple discri-
mination is basically a paired-associate task and requires
considerable drill and practice where the trainee is re-
peatedly shown the symbols to be learned in random order
and is asked to respond with the appropriate label that
corresponds to each symbol. When an error is made, correc-
tive feedback should be given. Flash cards with symbols
on one side and the correct label on the back would be help-
ful in learning to identify symbols. An enhanced version
could be implemented easily en videodisc or computer.

If identification of a symbol requires color discrimination,
then color should be used (Travers, 1967). Motion would
only be necessary if movement were a critical attribute
required for proper discrimination. If the movement in-
volved is fairly simple, it could be indicated adequately
through the use of arrows on still graphics (See Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Still graphic of simple movement
indicated by arrows (TRADOC, 1'75)

However, portions of both practice and the criterion tcshould require the trainee to identify the symbols inactual motion, if the objective requires.much skill.

Detecting

Detecting behavior involves multiple discrimination orclassification behavior in a high noise environment whethe things to be detected are embedded in a large blocktime and/or space. Detecting behavior is involved in sArmy tasks as early radar detection of an aircraft targ
detecting movement of enemy vehicles at a distance duritwilight hours, etc.

The role of graphics in the initial stages of insttuctio
detecting behavior would be very similar to those outliin the sections on identifying symbols and classifying.
However, later stages of instruction should incorporate
the noise and time aspects, which can often be done by
simulation. Graphics of the object would need to be retic in terms of both the object itself and the natural
noise of the environmental setting. Graphics which inc
the objects should be inserted randomly in a series. of
graphics showing the environmental setting withoug theject and the trainee should practice detecting the grip;
which include the object. Final stages of training sho'involved the detecting of real objects in .their natural
environment.

31
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Makin Decisions

Making decisions involves the selection of possible solu-tions to an identified problem. The process involved isoften classified as problem-solving. In rational decision-making or problem-solving an individual would: (1) iden-tify the nature of the problem; (2) collect information
or data relevant to the problem; (3) develop alternativesolutions to the problem by identifying and combining pre-ously learned rules; (4) evaluate, test, or comparethe various solutions; and (5) select the most apro-priate alternative which would solve the problem.

Decision making involves more than applying a previously
learned rule to solve a specific problem which belongsto a class of problems known by the individual to be sol-vable using the given rule. Decision making also requiresthe identification and generation of solutions to novelproblems. Decision making is required in such tasks aschoosing torpedo settings during a torpedo attack, choosing
appropriate combat tactics, choosing a diagnostic strategyin dealing with a malfunction in a complex piece of _equip-ment, etc.

The most effective strategy for teaching decision makingskills is to provide the trainee with a wide variety of
appropriate decision making situations. These situations,should be.novel and unencountered and correspond to the
trainee's capabilities. In early stages of learning it isoften necessary to provide some guidance to the trainee to
channel their thinking in fruitful directions. However,this guidance should not present the actual solution tothe problem.

The role of graphics in decision making training is highly
dependent on the nature of the decision making situationspresented to the student. If the information or data re-
levant to the decision is verbal or numerical in naturethen graphics may not be necessary or useful. However,
relationships among numerical data sets may be best under-stood when represented by a line graph which shows trenddirections. In addition, if the decision situation re-
quires the use of data that -involves the perception of
characteristics of objects or events then the use of
graphics might be required. On the other hand, if trainees
have had considerable experience with the relevant objects
or events such that they could mentally visualize the
characteristics from a verbal description, then graphics
may not be necessary.
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tilling odies of Knowledge and Using Verbal lnf

ainee who can recall bodies of knowledge or use verbalinformation is able to tell, state, or verbalize a fact oridea in the form of a proposition. Generally it is notnecessary that the proposition be restated exactly wordfor word. (Notable exceptions include recitation of a poemor famous speech or relating a coded message.) However,it is necessary that the restatement of the proposition inthe trainee's own words convey the same meaning as theoriginal fact or idea. Verbal information may be class --fied into three subcategories: CO names or labels,(2) facts, and (3) collections of facts organized asconnected discourse (Gagne, 1977). Recalling verbal in-formation is involved in such tasks as stating the name ofa particular building or mountain, listing the six princi-ples of war, or describing the major campaigns in World War

Learning the name or label for a single object is quite aneasy task. However, the task becomes difficult if'severaldifferent names must be learned for several different ob-jects at the same time. Confusions occur because of theprocess of interference. This interference can be ove-come by making the association between the label and ob-ject more distinctive or meaningful.

Verbal information is more easily learned and recalled whenit is:umeaningfulli. Real words are easier to remember thannonsense syllables, and words which form sentences areeasier to learn and recall than random word lists of thesame length. Labels are easier to learn if they' can bemeaningfully connected to the corresponding object throughthe use of mediating verbal links or images. These media-ting links may include various mnemonic devices. Thelearning of facts is facilitated if they can be related orsubsumed ( ?usubel, 1968) into an already existing cognitivestructure.

The learning of verbal information is often aided by theuse of some organizational device. Facts organized bytopic sentence may be learned more efficiently than thosepresented without a topic sentence (Gagne, 1968). A
graphical representation of the relationships between factscan provide organization and meaning which facilitates thestorage and retrieval of verbal information (Holliday, 1976).Examples of such diagraMs are found in Figure and 5. When.__a-..-large amount of numerically related information is beingpresented, the use of tables, charts or graphs may providea more efficient means for organizing materials and_depic-ting relationships. Maps can be very efficient and vitalrepresentations of many different types of spatial infor-
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ma i_n, while tables and charts are vital representations
complex time schedule information. However, explanatory

information and examples should be provided to assist
trainees in reading any tables, charts, maps, or graphs
used. Further prescriptions on the use and construction
of tables and figural graphics can be found in McDonald-
Ross's (1977a, 1977b) recent reviews.

Pictures or line drawings are often inserted in textual
verbal information material for illustrative purposes
(Figure 6). Although these illustrations may increase
interest and enjoyment they may not increase understanding
or learning. This is often the case because the illustra-
tion shows an example of a concept which has been previously
learned by the trainee or could have been easily visualized
in the mind of the trainee from the verbal description pro-
vided in the text. Some illustrations which are added to
spruce up the text may actually be confusing or distracting.
An example of such an illustration is shown in Figure 7.

However, Levine and Lesgold (1978) recently reviewed twelve
studies which showed that pictures facilitated proSe learn-ing of unfamiliar fictional narratives presented orally to
elementary school children. The pictures were consistent
with and redundant to the story content. Cued factual re-
call questions were used in the achievement instruments.
In these studies the pictures may have helped illustrate .

unfamiliar concepts.

Neither color nor motion has been shown to facilitate the
-,rning of verbal inormation. Ilcoweve r, color and motion

may affect attention and attrition.

Performing oss Motor Skills

Motor behavior occur. when a trainee is able to execute a
physical movement wth precision and appropriate timing.
Motor skills are involved in such Army tasks as: marching,
swimming, painting a barracks, typing a report, operating
a piece of equipment, using hand tools, adjusting a micro-
scope, etc. Motor behavior often involves the execution
of a series of several coordinated movements. The order,
in which these individual movements are performed may be
taught independently from the actual movement. For example,
the order in which the parts of a rifle are assembled may
be taught independently from the motor skills required to
put the parts together. The role of graphics in teaching
procedures is described in another section.

It is difficult to imagine a trainee being able to learn a
complex motor skill solely from verbal or textual infor-
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goals-- parents want children who are only well behaved; teachers
wan, only quiet classrooms or students who will do and say what the
teachers want; administrators want subordinates who will obey with-
out question, who are yes-men. One way to achieve these goals is,to
create dependency in others. Interestingly enough, many depen-
dency- producing leaders never recognize their part in the problem,
for they will often exclaim sadly. "What we need is more people who
will take initiative and won't just sit around waiting to be told what,
to do,"

COM! terdep0

In the other behavioral stream is the desire to be free, to "let me
do it by myself.- Some have pustulated. as did the English philosopher
Thomas Hobbes, that by his very nature a man is at war with every-
one else as each tries to hammer out his own ego-centered world. If
everyone actually were to do only what he wanted, without taking
ethers into account, the result would be anarchy.

As managers see in their subordinates the tendency to seek free-

Figure 6 Neutral graphic, used to illustrate text
(From Dyer, 1976)
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in Act l\'('

CHAPTER 2

THE TRAINING MANAGER in today's

litS battalion faces a difficult situation,
Weapon systems are more complex than

they h lve ever been. Resources. especially training
areas, ammunition, POL. and time, are scarce.
What should his training goals be? Readiness, yes,
but what steps does he take, and how can he
measure success in preparing his for combat?

What types of training should he schedule? How
should he allocate training time? How can he
decentralize training? When should he centralize?

How does he arrange to develop the potential of
each soldier and each unit? How does he provide
for NCOs to control Individual Training? How can
he control the training without requiring numerous
reports from his subordinates?

What planning documents should he publish to
assist his training program? What training records
are really necessary? How does he analyze the
training needs? Provide the required' training
support? Manage the conduct of training?

picture . Distracting graphic (From Dept. of Army, 1977) .
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oration. The movements must be demonstrated to the studenteither by an instructor'or through the use of some pic-
torial representation. In some situations, a live demon-seration may not be ideal if model is unable to perfoem
the movement slowly enough for the trainee to see the cri-tical aspects of the movement. The serving of a tennisball is difficult to demonstrate for this reason. Aseries of still pictures which snow critical positions oraspects of the movement in discrete intervals across timemay be more instructive (see Figure 8). Frazier (1978)refers to this as pseudo-animation. If care is not usedwith eseudo-animation, the critical continuity of the move-meat may be lost. A motion picture has some of the same_advantages and disadvantages of a live demonstration. Ifthe movement is shown in real time, it may be too fast._However, slow motion would demonstrate the continuity ofthe movement while slowing it down so that the critical
aspects could be perceived. Repetitions of the demonsfera-tion or motion picture can improve the learning of motorskills (Hoban and Van.Orman, i950). Learning may also befacilitated if the trainee can stop the motion picturefilm and practice the motor skill rather than trying topractice the skill while the film is in progress. Evenmental practice, where the learner thinks through thevarious motions may be effective (Travers, 1967; Bandura,1977) . The videodisc may make a significant contribution

this learning area as it has capabilities for slowmotion an ' freeze frame which videotape and film do not.

eactice is crucial in the learning of a motor skill.
Itowe,:c)r, p =act ice is only beneficial if the learner receivessome feedback. This feedback` may be intrinsic to the taskas when the correct letter is typed on a piece of paper,
or may require the judgment of an.instructor. Many complexmotor skills are difficult to learn because trainees canno'totally observe their own responses and thus are unable to
compare their responses with the correct form (Bandura,1977) .

This problem could be alleviated by videotaping the
performance and using the videotape for feedback.

t ainees

Steering and Guiding-Continuous vement

SLeering and guiding behavior involves a perceptual-motor
-skill where the trainee must continuously scan or monitor
certain external cues and execute appronriate movements one continuing basis in accordance with tie perceived cues.e

. skilled behavior is required in driving.a tank down
a road, landing an aircraft, tracking an air-to-air gunneryto s, etc.

40



This Is the start of the for ward.back-
rword, roundhouse, rock- and -roll ,

taruice action that 1 advocate, particularly for
smaller players. Both arms are extended
toward the net and the weight Is on
my front (left) ley as 1 lean forward.

2 My body stPlfghtens and the weight shift
to the back (right) kg. As the racket arm

comes down, the toss arm conies up. Both
arms moue in unison, although the motion

of the right onn will shortly accelerate.

3. Note my knees bend and the socket arm
swings almost straight back as the ball
is tossed by thrusting may left arm upward,
AI this singe my t r et Is Iva behltld my
body, In a more :,actuated style than
most Wavers use, encing the full,
free swing I prefer,

4. Here 1 am Into the coiled crouch,
Time knees are flexed even further and

the hack Is arched like a spring, My right
elbow has bent to start the racket head

down behind my back,

Series of S Graphics Showing..
Movements (From Segura,&410-10man, 1976)..



Steering and guiding behavior involves a combination of
the skills described in the sections, "Performing Gross
Motor Skills," and "Detecting." The relevant cues are
embedded in a high noise environment and in a large blockof time and space. These environmental cues then serve as
signals for the execution of the appropriate motor skills.

In the early stages of training, the detecting of relevant
cues could be taught independently of the motor skills
using graphics as described in the section on "Detect ig."
The motor skills could be taught as described in the sec-
tion on "Motor Skills." The intermediate stages of train-
ing should integrate the detecting of cues with the corres-
ponding motor skills. The integration of these skills could
take place in a training simulator such as the Link Trainer.

In the final training stages, the learner should be given
opportunities to practice and demonstrate proficiency in
a realistic setting. Practice and corrective feedback are
absolutely essential.

Recalling Procedu siti nin Movement

A procedure is a series of steps or operations for perform
ing a task. The steps of the procedure may be cognitive,
psychomotor, or a combination of both. A procedure often
involves decision points with alternate paths. If the
procedure involves mater skills which have not been pre-
viously learned, then instruction for motor skills will be
necessary (see section on Motor Skills). If the procedure
involves the set up, operation, assembly, disassembly, or
maintenance of a piece of equipment, then the trainee must
learn how to idLntify or classify the relevant parts of
the equipment used or involved in the procedure (see section
on Classifying).

The actual steps and the order t the steps which make up
the procedure may be represented in several ways. I the
procedure is fairly simply, the steps may be presented as
textual prose. However, more extensive linear procedures
are easier to understand if the individual steps are sep-
arated aryl presented in a list format. If the procedure
involves several decision points and loops (the same steps
are repeated several times) then a figural graphic such as
a flow chart or decisio table will facilitate learning.
For example, Lewis and Horabin (1967) found that calculating
the amount of tax owed was greatly facilitated through the
use of a flow chart diagram (see Figure 9 and 10) .



consists of stocks or shares which havehave.values q oted on
also paragraph G bel or unit trust units whose values are

regularly quoted, the amount x c eable or allowable depends upon the
relative sizes of the cost price

and the selling price of the asset

If the selling price is greater than the market value, and the market value is
greater than the cost price, tax is charged on the selling price less the market
value (less allowahle expenses). If the selling price is greater than the market
value, and the market value is less than the cost price, two possibilities arise.
Either the felling price is greater than the cost price, in which case tax is cherged on

the asset, its market value on G April 1955,

selling price less the cost price (less expenses). Or the selling price is less thin the
cost price, in which case no tax is either charged or allowed.

If the selling price is less than the marker value, and the market value is less
than the cost price, tax is allowed on the market value less the selling price (plus
allowable expenses). If the selling price is less than the market value, and the
market value is greater than the cos(price, two possibilities arise. Either the selling
price is less than the cost price, in which ca l-;! tax is allowed cm the cost price less

elling price (plus expenses). Or the selling price is greater than the cost price,
in which no tax is either allowed or charged.

Figure 9. A.sin101ified version of .some official prose
concerning the amount of-Capital Gains Tax payable fol-
lowing ,the sale of an asset. (From Lewis & Horabin,
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Many procedures are so complex and/o
error are so great that it is irnprac
trainees to memorize the sequence of
a job aid which lists the Steps or p
of the steps should be used.

the consequences of
ical to require
steps. In- such-cases,
esents a flow chart

If the procedure involves extensive motor skills,-the steps
of the procedure and the motor skills could be taught
simultaneously by -live demonstration; motion pictures, (with
slow motion if real time is too fast), or with -a series :of
still pictures (see section on Motor Skills):- If film or
pictures are used to demonstrate the steps of the procedure,
the perormance should be photographed -so that the repre-
sentation'shown has the same view or angle that the trainee
would see if he were doing the procedure himself. (Hoban
and Van Orrner, 1950)

. The videodisc allows for a combina-
tion of slow motion and still graphics that was difficult,.
if not impossible, with previous technology.

f the procedure involves the assembly of a piece of equip--
ent with many parts and the motor-skills required already

exist in the repertoire of the.learner, graphics would not
be necessary to show the actual. motor skills required.
However, graphics would be necessary to show the various
parts of the equipment and their relationship to each other
(see Figure 11). The graphics would need to be supplemented
with verbal or textual instructions which list the order in
which the various parts should be assembled.

Whenever _easible, the trainee should be given opportuni-
ties to practice performing the procedure using equipment.
In any case, hands on performance testing should be included
to insure learning transfer has occurred.

Voice Communicating

Voice communicating involves the use c speaking and listen-
ing skills. Voice communicating tasks include giving oral
orders and receiving-oral orders, communicating or

information over a telephone, giving instructions to a
pilot landing an aircraft via radio, etc.

Training in voice communicating primarily involves the
demonstration of appropriate voice procedures (tone, pat-
tern, stress,enunciation, pauses, etc.), trainee practice
in imitating the correct procedures, and provisions of
corrective feedback. Although laboratory audio
equipment may be very helpful in voice communicating and
training, graphics would seldom be necessary or useful.
A possible exception is the use of tabular alphanumerics
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Figure 11. Graphic showing parts of a piece of
equipment pnd their relationship to each other

(From TRADOC, 1975) .



for those tasks which require learning code words or
phrases, particularly if such codes form informationclusters.

At itude Learning

An.attitude is,an internal state. that influences an_ indi-vidual's choices of actions towards a- class of persons,
objects, .or events In effect, an attitude is a response
tendency (Gagne, 1977). Possession of a high level of
knowledge or skill does not ensure that an. individual willalways perform in accordance with that knowledge or skill.The purpose of instruction in attitudes is to strengthenan individual's internal state which influences his ten-dency to respond with the appropriate actions at the appro-priate time and place. A change in attitude would be evi-denced by an increase in the likcqihood of appropriate performance. Attitude learning is associated with almost
every other type of learning. Attitudes are involyed.in
-choices of action such as-:complying with-safety prOcedures,conforming to dress, grooming, and cleanliness standards,abiding by security regulations, obeying commands and in-structions of officers, taking risksto protect the'livesof others, etc.

As mentioned above, of inforMation and s.
alone has little effect on attitude learning. Those learn-ing situations which have had significant, effects on
attitude change include: (.1) classical conditioning,
(2) reinforcement or experience of success, and ( 3) humanmodeling (Gagne, 1977). Of these three, human modelingseems to be the most applicable, and probably the most
effective approach for attitude learning. Attitude learn-ing results in an imitation of the human model's choices ofaction. This imitation occurs only if the model has cred-ibility and is admired and respected by the trainee. Atti-tude change is increased if the model is rewarded or
punished for appropriate or inappropriate behavior or
choices respectively (Bandura, 1969, 1977; Goldstein &
Sorcher, 1974).

The credible human model may be presented in several ways:
' appear in person, in pictures, movies or TV, or merely
described as ih-.a novel, history text, or biography. It
is not necessary for the human model actually to demon
strate the apprOpriate choice behavior; the model may onlyneed describe the situation in which he/she engaged in
the desired choice behavior and indicate the reinforcing
events that resulted from that choice (Bandura,. 1977).



The principal aspects of human modeling can be demon-
strated very effectively in motion pictures or televi-
sion dramatic presentations. Realistic motion pictures
are preferred by most individuals, can reach a large
audience, and can portray consequences ofcertain choices
of behaviors that would be too costly or unethical to
de onstrate "live."

It is also important that the trainees be reinforced or
experience success when they actually engage in the desired
choice behavior which has been previously modeled (Gold-
stein & Sorcher, 1974). Such reinforcement will strengthen
their attitude. Individuals enjoy and have a positive
attitude towards those activities in which they are success-
ful. Repeated failure will produce negative attitudes.

Most television vnercials are excellent examples of the
use of all three approaches to attitude change. The pro-
ducts are paired with positive situations, they are used
or chosen by credible human models, and the models are
reinforced for their choice of the product.

Graphite signs such as, "Keep off the grass" or "If you
drink, don't drive," will have little effect in changing
attitude. However, they serve as a reminder or reinforcer
for those who already have some tendency in the desired
direction. If the verbal message on the sign is accom-
panied by a picture of a respected human model, then some
attitude change might occur.



Summary of speci
ectives

uidelines for various tye training

aulgLmEakLIAE5LuLaa. The learning of complex
procedural rules can be facilitated through the use
of representations such, as flow charts which graphically
portray the order of the operations of the procedure
and alternate paths which could be taken at decisionpoints.

2. classifying. Pictorial graphics should be used as
T-TiTa76, o )T concepts which have concrete referents.In the initial stages of training, simplified pictorial

graphics should be used in order to isolate and
highlight critical attributes. Later stages of
training could employ more realistic graphics in
order to facilitate transfer.to the real world
environment or task.

Identifying symbols. Considerable drill and practice
i7FUEEbrre-M.VeTEZdback using graphics of actual
symbols may be required in order to adequately l'earnhow to identify symbols.

Detecting. The training of detecting behavior should
involve the presentation of graphics within significant
blocks of time and space which are realistic in termsof both the object itself and the natural noise of
the environmental setting.

5. Making71de4Ai2h., Training in decision making shouldinvolve instruction in the use and interpretation of
various numerical relationships represented in both tab-ular displays and figural graphics.

6. Recalling bodies ofknowledge_and using verbal infor-mation. A graphical representation of the relation-ships between various facts and ideas can provideorganization and meaning which may facilitate thestorage and retrieval of verbal information. Picturesor line drawings inserted in textual, verbal infor-mation often have no effect on performance sincethey only illustrate concepts which could have beenreadily visualized from the textual description.

il'Ef:bErligfoss_motor skills. The demonstration ofa complex motor skill in real time may be too fast.
However, slow motion could demonstrate the continuityof thejuovement while permitting critical aspects tobe perceived. 7 videotape of a trainee's motor skill
performance may be a very valuable feedback device.

8 Steering and guiding - continuous movement. Graphics usedU-151-77-r11
fir` steering and guidingbehavior should have a high relationship to real world noiseand time conditions in the later stages of training.

9



9. E!calliaza2CdureL_22sitionin movement. If the
procedure to be learned involves he assembly or dis-
assembly of a piece of equipment with many .parts,_ then
graphics would --be- necessarY to show the various parts.
of the equipment and their relat!,onship to each Other.

10. Voice communicatin In general, graphics would not
be necessary in the training of voice communicating
behavior.

11. Attitude learning. Human modeling seems to be the most
applicable,-and probably the most effective approach
for attitude learning. Attitude learning involves the
imitation of a credible and respected hUman model's
choices of action. A human model nay be presented in
several ways: appearing in person, in pictures, in
movies or TV, or merely described as in a novel, history
text,. or biography.



Graphics and the Videodisc

The introduction of the new videodisc technology will makepossible several strategies for using
graphicS-that hereto-fore,have not been possible. The capabilities of thefirst generation players which are scheduled to be marketedby several companies during 1979 will allow a- trainee-to.view normal speed motion sequences, stop a motion sequenceon a single frame

(freeze frame), step through singleframes of a motion sequence in either .orward or reverseorder, view a motion sequence in slow r- Lion (the slowmotion speed may be varied from normal speed to four secondsper frame) , randomly access any frame or sequence_on thedisc, and view motion sequences (c=:her at normal or slowmotion) in reverse, al view _ngi: :ales which have beenspecifically designed to be viewed .in still mode (stillframes or video pages).

These capabilities will make possible the integration ofmotion sequences and-still frames-or video pages. The videopages can be- used to present Specially prepared .te5ct andgraphics. These video pages can highlight- certain aspectsof the motion sequence or request the trainee to activelyrespond to questions Or problem -situations The trainee.
.

can then be directed
to additionalalternate

sequences- on thedisc-depending on his response. pnder a learner controlstrategy the trainee could randomly access any desiredpresentatidn form such as rule', examplet and practice frameswithin a segment or branch to other lessons or units.

Standard motion sequences are Often not effective in showingmanual tasks which involve continuous movement because thereal time motion is too fast for the trainee to see thecritical aspects of the Movement. Stopping and repeatingthe sequence is also quite cumbersome. The videodisc willeliminate these problems since the trainee will be able toadjust the speed of the motion sequence, stop on a singleframe and look at the "frozen motion" for as long as hewishes, step through a series of frames one at- a time,repeat the sequence in real time to see the continuity ofmovement (at any speed), stop a sequence to practice themovement, and then repeat the motion sequence for compari-son with his own performance. The efficacy of this stra-tegy should be investigated.

The videodisc in combination with a microcomputer will in-tegrate the technologiesof the book, televi ion, and com-puter assisted instruction into one medium. This new
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medium trill. not only make available the new strategies foremploying graphics described above, but will also providefor the display of graphics which have become commonplacein other media: books, television, computer graphics,
slides, film strips, etc. Therefore, all of the guidelines
presented in this report will have direct application to thedevelopment of training materials to be delivered via thevideodisc technology.

Although educational technologists have struggled with -themedia selection question for many years, it seems to theauthors that the question.of graphics selection is much morerelevant from an instructional
effectiveness point of view.The characteristics of the visual display. are often morecritical for learning than are the characteristics of themedium. The media selection issue is treated at some lengthin volume II of this report. Media selection decisions are

7enerally made based on availability, cost, administration,and logistic factors rather than according to some elaboratemedia selection model. This state of affairs would be reasonfor some concern if the same graphics materials could not beadequately displayed with many different media. With theadvent of the videodisc, the issue may naturally shift frommedia selection to graphic selection, since the videodisccombines in one medium so many of the capabilities of othermedia. The purrose of this report is to present some pre-
liminary'guidelines for graphics selection which may facili-tate this shift of emphasis.

Most models for designing training materials suggest thatobjectives be specified prior to the selection of graphicsor media delivery systems. However, the objectives specifiedare necesearily constrained by the assumptions of the indi-vidual. writing the objectives. The level of performance
required of a student, and specified by an objective, couldvary greatly depending on the tools or media assumed to beavailable for student use. For example, the types of, prob-lems students are asked to solve would depend on whether' theprobleMs had to be solved by hand, slide rule, calculator,or computer. The, ay in which a particular phenomenon couldbe shown and perceived, i.e., as a slow-motion picture, a
dynamic computer graphic simulation, a still photograph, aline drawing, etc., would differ according to the avail-ability of ehereal phenomenon. The availability of a powerful medium such as the videodisc with microcomputer may enable.
more sophisticated objectives to be achieved by the-student
than were possible with less versatile media. For example,simlations, which are extremely powerful instructional toolsfor-many training objectives, can be designed and implementedfor the intelligent videodisc.

52
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nstructional designers begin with the assumption-that,
a sophisticated delivery system is available, their vision
of what is possible is expanded and their potential for
.generating more innovative and powerful strategies and out-
comes is increased. It may later be possible to modify
slightly sophisticated training materials. for implementa-
tion on simpler systems'. However, the modified version may
be more powerful than what would have been develbped if the
version had been initially restricted by the assumption of
a simpler delivery system. For example, a paper and pen-
cil version of a computer simulation may be more powerful
than a paper and pencil simulation that was developed with-
out consideration of the complete modeling made possible
with the availability of a computer. Thus, after materials
are developed for the videodisc, it may be possible to spin
off several -alternate versions for other media which approxi-
mate the potential of the original videodisc version.

Although the videodisc can display most types of gaphics,
the videodisc picture is presently limited in the.USA by
the resolution of the NTSC television standard.* Thus
certain graphics such as high resolution photographs may
be difficult to adapt to videodisc. However, greater
detail could be shown by zooming in on various segments
of the photograph. A similar Problem exists for the displayof high resolution computer graphics. One alternative solu-
tion to this problem would be to use two different display
screens, one for vide6disc displays and:another for computer
graphics.

*See volume I of this report.
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Research Implications

Although previous research on the effects of instructional
graphics has provided some guidance for the identification
of principles for using graphids, many of the assumptions
about the inherent value of graphics for instruction arestill unsubstantiated. Clearly, additional research-needs---to be conducted. However, more of the same type of research
will probably produce more of the same ambiguous result

Many of the studies reported in the reviews cited in this
report dealt with laboratory tasks rather than actual train-ing tasks. Such research may provide valuable knowledge
for the development of learning theories, but it provides
little guidance for the use of graphics in instruction.
Significant advances were made in concept learning researchWhen researchers (Merrill & Tennyson, 19.77) began using
classroom tasks rather than laboratory tasks (Bruner,. Good-
now, and Austin, 19-67; Clark, 1971). More graphics researchneeds to be conducted using actual training tasks.

As described in a previous section of this report, there
should be a significant relationship between-the task re-quirements or terminal objectives and the graphics used
for instruction. Since criterion measure should-match the
terminal objective, there should also be a significant re-
lationship between the graphics used for instruction and
the criterion measures. If- the criterion measures used
in research studies do not require the use of graphics dr'
use graphics different from those used in the experimental
treatment. , the results may be confounded of biased.

The need to avoid mismatch between the graphics used in
instruction and the criterion measures may be exemplified
in the studies reported by Dwyer '(1972 or 1978). In these
studies the.degree.of.realistic detail was varied across
nine different treatments:, Oral/verbal-presentation (novisuals) , simple line drawing (blatk acid white, b & w) ,simple line drawing (color), detailed-shaded drawing (b &
w), detailed shaded drawing (color), photograph of heart
model (b & w), photograph of heart model (color), realistic
photograph (b and realistic photo-graph (color)....
Several different criterion measures were- used to measure
student achievement: drawing test, idehtifitation test,
terminology test, comprehension test,-and total criterion
test.

In the drawing test,-,stulents were provided a list of terms
corresponding ..to the parts of-the heart.and were- askedlto:
arawacliagram of .the hoart and label the parts of:thp:
diagram with,the.aPproPriate terms What type of inStruc.



-Thies would most closely match this criterionm-.-. sure? What kind of diagrams are the students expectedto draw? A realistic color reoresentation? If the studentsare exnected to draw a simple line drawing and actually doci simple line drawing then it seems reasonable tohl.eLhesize that a different type of representation used inthe instructional materials would require the student to dosome unnecessary processing.

In the identification test, students are required to iden-tify the numbered parts on a diagram of the heart. Butwhat type of diagram: simple, detailed, model, or realis-tic? Was the criterion diagram in color or black andwhite? Naturally, a choice had to be made; whatever thechoice, the results could be biased. Dwyer chose a blackand white detailed drawing. Would his results have beendifferent if he had chosen a realistic color photograph?

The terminology test required the student to select the
appropriate technical term to fill in a blank from a multi-
ple choice list of terms. A sample item is given below:

:12. The is the name given to the inside lining
of t1 heart wall.

epicardium
b. endocardium
c. pericardium
d. myocardium
e. septum

`this item doe., not require the use of graphics. The studentis only required to recall verbal information. One could
hypothesize that a visual image would help the student recallthe correct answer, but the task requirement does not clearly
specify the need for a graphic in the instructional materials.

The purpose of the preceding discussion was not to criticize
Dwyer's work. On the contrary, Dwyer's study represents a
high standard of control among graphics itudies. Through the
use, of several different criterion measures, Dwyer a.,sessed
the differential effect of various types of mismatches between
the graphics used for instruction and different task require-ments. However, even the Dwyer design was not immune to the
problems noted, and other researchers have not been quite ascareful. The purpose of this discussion is to point out the
nature of a difficult methodological problem in research and
to stress the need for designing graphics for instruction
which match the actual task requirements. If the'actual task
requires that a trainee identify the "mitral valve" in a real
heart, then some practice should be required using as realis-tic a representation as possible. However, the intial stages
of instruction might.use a simple line drawing as outlined in
the previous section on Classifying.
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Many of the guidelines presented in this report are based
on instructional design theory and have little empiricalsupport. These guidelines should be considered as hypo-
theses until validated by future research The followingis a partial list of some issues which need further inves-tication.

1. Will the use of the videodisc (with its capabili-
ties fcr slow motion, frozen motion, repetition, and 'step-ping through single frames) to demonstrate manual taskswhich involve continuous movement be more effective than
standard motion sequences or a series of still frames?

,. If the videodisc is more effective for demonstrat-
ing continuous movement, which unique characteristic of thevideodisc is most powerful.

3. What is the ffect of integrating motion sequencesand still frames in videodisc instruction?

4. How effective is an instructional strategy for
teaching concrete concepts which uses a sequence of graphicsthat go from simple to more realistic or complex?

5. What are the differential effects or attitude
learning of various representations of a human model: inperson, pictures, movies, or verbal description?

6. How does visual literacy relate to learning fromgraphic,

7. If ow does reading ability interact with learning
from text vs. graphics?

8. What abilities are required to interpret tabular
and figural displays?

9. What are the differential effects of alloying stu-
dents to generate graphics (using a computer) in real time
vs, allowing them to select from a file of stored graphics?

10. What effect will the resolution of a videodisc
picture have on the effectiveness of various typos of
graphics?

11. What is the added value of dynamic, simulation-
like interactions with high visual fidelity, compared to
manually accessed visual displays?

5.
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